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Fishing

Cycling

Sur!ng

Skating

1) What fraction of  Brian’s classmates chose cycling?

2) What fraction said !shing was their favorite activity?

3) Which activity was less favorite? 

4) Which outdoor activity was most popular among
Brian’s classmates?

5) Which activity was more favorite, cycling or skating?

Brian surveyed his classmates on their favorite outdoor activities and made a circle graph

based on his survey. Use the graph to answer the questions.
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1) What fraction of  Brian’s classmates chose cycling?

2) What fraction said !shing was their favorite activity?

3) Which activity was less favorite? 

4) Which outdoor activity was most popular among
Brian’s classmates?

5) Which activity was more favorite, cycling or skating?

Brian surveyed his classmates on their favorite outdoor activities and made a circle graph

based on his survey. Use the graph to answer the questions.
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1) What is the fraction of snake population? 

2) What fraction of the reptile population is alligators?  

3) Are there more tortoises or chameleons? 

4) Which reptile is the least populated? 

5) How many types of reptiles did Deborah see in the zoo?

Deborah visited a zoo. She saw some reptiles and made a circle graph to represent the

reptiles’ population in each kind. Study the graph and answer the questions.
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1) What is the fraction of snake population? 

2) What fraction of the reptile population is alligators?  

3) Are there more tortoises or chameleons? 

4) Which reptile is the least populated? 

5) How many types of reptiles did Deborah see in the zoo?

Deborah visited a zoo. She saw some reptiles and made a circle graph to represent the

reptiles’ population in each kind. Study the graph and answer the questions.
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Watch TV

Listen to Music

Surf the Web

Go to 

Movies

A popular magazine took a survey among the readers on their favorite entertainment. 

The results were published in a circle graph. Use the graph to answer the questions.
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1) What fraction of readers chose watching TV as their

               favorite?

2) What fraction of readers likes to surf the Internet?

3) What are the two forms of entertainment equally liked? 

4) What fraction of people prefer going to movies?

5) Which entertainment is the most popular among 

              the readers?
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Watch TV
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Go to 

Movies

A popular magazine took a survey among the readers on their favorite entertainment. 

The results were published in a circle graph. Use the graph to answer the questions.
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1) What fraction of readers chose watching TV as their

               favorite?

2) What fraction of readers likes to surf the Internet?

3) What are the two forms of entertainment equally liked? 

4) What fraction of people prefer going to movies?

5) Which entertainment is the most popular among 

              the readers?
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